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Abstract 
Every semantic theory presupposes an ontology, or a theory about what exists. By uncovering 
the ontologies behind the various semantic theories used by people working on information 
systems, we can learn much about the limitations of their methods of analysis and 
specification. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Holm and .Karlgren (H&K 1995) deal with a foundation stone of information systems as a 
scientific discipline. Semantics may be of marginal philosophical interest for other sciences 
but we, information system professionals, are centrally concerned with systems to handle 
words and other signs. The products of our work are only valuable is so far as they deliver 
meaningful information. 

These ideas are so important that I shall use my short comment on their paper to do two 
things. One is to restate the semantic theories somewhat irreverently to help them stick in 
the reader's mind. The other is to make more explicit what the authors say about the even 
more fundamental, ontological theories by which semantic theories imply what kinds of things 
are presumed to exist. My argument continues in my comment on Calway (1995), in these 
proceedings and in my position paper on metamodelling at the end of these proceedings, 
where you will find a list of references for all three of these short contributions. 
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2 INTUffiVE DIADIC SEMANTIC THEORIES 

The "Conduit" Metaphor 
The man-in-the-street has a semantic theory thrust upon him by 
the language he speaks. Reddy (in Ortony 1979, pp 284-324) calls 
this the "conduit metaphor" and illustrates it with 14pp of 
examples. Naive semantic theories are built into our vocabulary. 
There are two aspects of the conduit metaphor. 

The first is "the little truck" metaphor, Figure 1, where we "put", 
''pack", "load", "insert" meanings in words which "carry", "convey", 
"contain", "overflow with" meaning etc, suggesting that words are 
like little trucks, coupled together in sentence-trains carrying their 
loads of intrinsic meaning. This "traditional" theory (H&K s:2.2) 
implies a belief that meaning exists as a kind of mystical fluid contained in words and other 
signs. 

The second is the "toothpaste-in-the-head" theory of meaning, illustrated in Figure 2, 
implied by saying we "express", "bring out", "let slip", "put on paper" our "thoughts", "concepts" 

and "ideas". This mentalistic or "ideational" semantic theory (H&K 
s:2.3) implies that concepts and ideas existing in one mind are 
"squeezed out• or "ex-pressed" into words and reconstituted in the 
mind of the listener or reader. This semantics incorporates an 
ontological commitment to concepts that most psychologists and 
language theorists (eg: Bloomfield, 1933, p.32 et seq) have long 
rejected as primitive notions but retained as theoretical constructs 
(Katz 1974), just as physicists write equations about electrons but 

~;,...,. .2: "fo.~*'~~ _ only observe macroscopic objects and events. If we are to include 
~~~ "-'~J1Iw" 'concept' in our ontology, then I can only accept it as a theoretical 

construct but that is not how it is usually introduced into 
information systems. 

The tin-can-and-the-cloud theory 
Among computer scientists, the "referential theory" (H&K s:2.1) is the most popular, Figure 
3, where the real world (cloud) is composed of individual things pointed at by the character 
strings in the database (tin can). This theory, normally applied to predicate logic, also 
pervades our thinking about knowledge engineering. Ontologically it assumes a world 
composed of ready-made individuals. This assumption has a parsimonious version (Strawson, 
1959 Ch.1) admitting only physical particulars, or a self
indulgent version which also admits all kinds of abstract 
things as objects (FRISCO draft report, 13 March 1995). 

Even the parsimonious version of the "tin-can-and-the
cloud" theory does not yield a safe metaphysical foundation 
for our subject. It treats a universal, such as "person" as the 
set of all individuals of that kind. This extensional meaning 
can provide exact meanings in set-theoretic terms in a 
manner that works well in a timeless reality. But as people 
are born and die, the extensional meaning changes, causing an instability from which one may 
escape by admitting to their ontology the individuals in all possible worlds, used with great 
technical effect in Montague Semantics (Dowty et al 1981). The alternative, which Quine 
deplores (1967 p.2), is an intensional meaning which can be made operationally precise (as 
explained in my discussion of Calway's paper). 
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3 TERNARY, SEMIOTIC 1HEORIES 

C.S. Peirce introduced his semiotic triangle which has been interpreted variously by influential 
authors such a Ogden and Richards (1923) and Charles Morris (1946), but not yet developed 

into a precise logical theory (however, see Stamper 1971 ). The 
r---hl\-. -:-~--:---:-----, triangle, Figure 4, treats meaning as a relationship between two 

things, A and B, an interpretant established by an interpreter. 
Ontologically, we are on safe ground with thing-A, the sign • 

. spoken, written or in a tin-can - is always a physical thing. What 
- can thing-B be? It is not alway something with a physical existance 

·f\ ~a-6 ~ ki.., . ..,:;;;.11~·CA::.Iw..'-':~ so, are we forced to admit concepts and hypothetical individuals in 
-" possible worlds? H&K mention two theories: (s:2.4) thing-Bas a 

f\~'\: ~ ttt+ response to a sign-stimulus and ( s:2.5) Wittgenstein's treatment of 
~..--______ ...... thing-B as the usage of the sign. The authors (s:4.4) point to the 

need to place the interpreters in a social context to establish 
shared meanings based on usage. In my experience, the meaning-as-use theory suits our work 
perfectly, as I indicate in my comment on the later paper by Calway, in these proceedings. 


